Primary group activities I Healthy: Inside and Out I Children’s Mental Health Week (4-10 Feb 2019)

Infants

These activities for whole class or group work will help primary-age children understand and explore
the theme Healthy: Inside and Out. Find out how they support curriculum objectives in England,
Wales and Scotland with our curriculum checklist, which you can find in the same folder. If you’d like to
differentiate or extend the content according to the needs of the children, take a look at our
secondary group activities, which you can find in our secondary resources.

Food and feelings

Playground games around the world

Sleep tips

Give each child an A3 page or piece of sugar paper with two
circles on it. In the first circle, ask them to draw how they
feel when they’re really hungry and in the second circle, ask
them to draw how they feel when they’ve had a big tasty
meal.

Encourage children to share their favourite playground
games. E.g. tag, what’s the time Mr Wolf?, stuck in the mud,
hide and seek. Ask how these games make them feel. Are
they happy? Excited? Full of energy?

Bring in a soft toy and introduce it to the group. Explain that
it’s having trouble sleeping and feels so tired in the morning
that it can’t think properly and feels very grumpy.

Tell the children to show their faces to each other/the rest
of the group and talk about what they look like. Encourage
them to put their hands up and answer What was different
about the faces? Why?
Suggest food helps us feel happy and healthy in our minds
as well as our bodies – so we should tell someone if we feel
hungry! If you have fruit and milk for your class, stop as a
group to eat, drink and talk. If you do this already, ask the
children about what they like about this time together and
tell the children what you like about it.

Juniors

You may also be interested in our special Show and Tell activity, where children and adults can raise
awareness and vital funds by sharing something that makes them feel good. Funds raised will help
children get access to the mental health support they need. Find out more in our fundraising ideas.

Point out that lots of these games involve moving around as
part of a group. Explain that children around the world enjoy
playing games like this too!
Look at a playground game from a different culture and
if appropriate, play it as a group. You could draw on the
cultural diversity in your school, or try this example from
China: Catch the Dragon’s Tail, p.10 tinyurl.com/ycywzdpm
Remember to ask how it makes them feel! Suggest that
moving around helps us look after our minds as well as our
bodies.

Alternatively, read a story which tackles the same topic.
Ask them to put hands up and give advice to the toy or
character. If they aren’t sure, you could prompt them with
l D
 o something relaxing before bed (e.g. drink hot

chocolate, have a bath, read/listen to a story)

l D
 on’t do exciting things before bed like playing computer

games or watching TV
l K
 eep the bed tidy – make sure any books and toys
aren’t stopping you being comfy, though a soft toy is
sometimes nice to cuddle

Ask them to take one of these pieces of advice themselves.

Connecting through food

Get up and go!

Calm time before bed

Suggest we know how food affects our bodies – e.g. eating
fruit and vegetables makes us strong and stops us getting
ill. But we sometimes forget how important food is for our
minds – and how it much it plays a role in our lives!

Ask three volunteers in the group how they feel out of ten–
ten being really happy, one being really sad. Keep note of
their answers!

Ask the group what happens to them when they’ve not had
a good night’s sleep. Do they feel sad? Tired? Grumpy? Does
it affect how they are in school, at home or with friends?

Do a physical warm-up as a group – e.g. wiggle arms and legs,
do stretches or yoga moves, make up ‘freestyle’ dances. If
appropriate, you could put on some music.

Talk about some ways that you can help yourself get a good
night’s sleep. (See above bullet points for prompts)

Ask children to get into small groups and talk about when we
use food to celebrate and connect with others. If possible,
encourage them to draw on the diversity of the group and/
or local community. Answers could range from a morning
cup of tea or slice of birthday cake to Christmas dinner, Eid
celebrations and Diwali sweets. One from each group could
write their best answer on the board.
Collect all their answers and make a class display together
about the role of food in different cultures and how it helps
our wellbeing and brings us together.

Ask how they feel again and get them to compare the
numbers. Has their mood improved? Why? Suggest that
moving around helps us look after our minds as well as our
bodies.
Talk about easy ways to stay active. E.g. walking to school,
doing star jumps during playtime, dancing to music. Is there
something you can ‘pledge’ to do regularly as a group/
class? How will it help your bodies and minds?

If someone in the room mentions doing something relaxing
– highlight it. If not, suggest that having calm time before bed
is really important. Sleeping is a chance to give your mind
and body a needed break.
Ask the children to close their eyes and focus on their
breathing, or draw what they like on paper while you play
them a series of relaxing audio clips. You can find your own
or try these examples. Rain: tinyurl.com/y9yqbvo9 Bird
song: tinyurl.com/y97fh9fv Ask them which one was their
favourite and why.

